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Summary

! The development of nematode feeding sites induced by root-knot nematodes involves the
synchronized activation of cell cycle processes such as acytokinetic mitoses and DNA amplifi-
cation. A number of key cell cycle genes are reported to be critical for nematode feeding site
development. However, it remains unknown whether plant cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)
inhibitors such as the Arabidopsis interactor/inhibitor of CDK (ICK)/Kip-related protein (KRP)
family are involved in nematode feeding site development. This study demonstrates the
involvement of Arabidopsis ICK2/KRP2 and ICK1/KRP1 in the control of mitosis to endoredu-
plication in galls induced by the root-knot nematodeMeloidogyne incognita.
! Using ICK/KRP promoter-GUS fusions and mRNA in situ hybridizations, we showed that
ICK2/KRP2, ICK3/KRP5 and ICK4/KRP6 are expressed in galls after nematode infection.
Loss-of-function mutants have minor effects on gall development and nematode reproduc-
tion. Conversely, overexpression of both ICK1/KRP1 and ICK2/KRP2 impaired mitosis in giant
cells and blocked neighboring cell proliferation, resulting in a drastic reduction of gall size.
! Studying the dynamics of protein expression demonstrated that protein levels of ICK2/
KRP2 are tightly regulated during giant cell development and reliant on the presence of the
nematode.
! This work demonstrates that impeding cell cycle progression by means of ICK1/KRP1 and
ICK2/KRP2 overexpression severely restricts gall development, leading to a marked limitation
of root-knot nematode development and reduced numbers of offspring.

Introduction

Plant-parasitic nematodes belonging to the genus Meloidogyne are
one of the most important obligate parasites infecting a wide
range of cultivated plants. World-wide, they are responsible for
billions of dollars in crop losses annually. Meloidogyne species, or
root-knot nematodes (RKNs), are capable of inducing the forma-
tion of feeding sites within the vascular tissue, containing five to
eight hypertrophied giant cells (GCs). Nematode feeding sites
(NFSs), or galls, contain GCs that function as carbon sinks, have
been depicted as transfer cells and serve as the sole source of
nutrition for the nematode (Jones & Northcote, 1972; Caillaud
et al., 2008). GCs undergo multiple rounds of nuclear division
without cytokinesis. Concomitant with GC development, neigh-
boring cells recurrently divide asymmetrically and support the
transfer of nutrients to these feeding cells (Jones & Northcote,
1972; Wiggers et al., 1990; Hoth et al., 2008). As GCs develop,
their nuclei undergo multiple rounds of DNA synthesis, coupled

with an increase in cell size. Hyperplasia of neighboring cells and
hypertrophy of GCs produce the typical root-knot or gall enclos-
ing the nematode (Jones & Northcote, 1972).

Development of the NFS relies on a continuous molecular dia-
logue between the nematode and the host plant. Among the
primary events occurring during NFS formation, cell cycle gene
activation is a crucial process leading to multiple mitotic events
in both GCs and neighboring cells (de Almeida Engler et al.,
1999, 2011; Gheysen & Fenoll, 2002). Intensive DNA replica-
tion probably results in increased ploidy levels, consequently trig-
gering GC expansion. To date, a number of core cell cycle genes
positively controlling the cell cycle have been shown to be crucial
for NFS formation (de Almeida Engler et al., 1999, 2011, 2012).
Two cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKA;1 and CDKB1;1) and two
mitotic cyclins (CYCB1;1 and CYCA2;1) are induced early in
Arabidopsis galls, indicating that host cell cycle gene activation is
important for NFS establishment (Niebel et al., 1996; de Almeida
Engler et al., 1999, 2011). Other key regulators of the cell cycle,
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such as the endocycle activators CCS52A and CCS52B (CCS,
cell cycle switch) or the inhibitor of endoreduplication E2Fe/
DEL1 (E2F-like proteins), have been shown to be key compo-
nents of the endocycle in nematode-induced feeding sites (de Al-
meida Engler et al., 2012). Disruption of NFS development
occurs when treatment of infected roots with chemical cell cycle
phase-specific blockers (e.g. hydroxyurea and oryzalin) results in
reduced nematode reproduction (de Almeida Engler et al., 1999,
2011). Van de Capelle et al. (2008) have shown that AtCDKA;1
knockdown also interferes with NFS development, resulting in
decreased nematode reproduction.

The mechanisms that regulate the cell cycle in plants involve
multiple core components. Progression through the cell cycle is
strictly regulated by the activation of cyclin-dependent kinases
(CDKs), and monitored by the concerted action of at least four
classes of regulatory protein complexes, including positive regula-
tors (cyclins), negative regulators (CDK inhibitors) and activating
or inhibitory kinases (CAK (CDK-activating kinases) and WEE1
(WEE1 kinase gene), respectively; Van Leene et al., 2010a).
CDKA;1 has been implicated in both G1-to-S and G2-to-M
transitions and associates with D-type cyclins (CYCDs), while
CDKB kinases control the G2-to-M transition (Inz!e & De
Veylder, 2006). The switch from the mitotic cell cycle to the
endocycle usually involves the downregulation of CDK/CYC
activity to skip mitosis while permitting DNA replication
(De Veylder et al., 2011). However, the mitotic and endoredupli-
cation cycles share many of their key regulators, such as the
S-phase cyclins and CDKs, which are essential for progression
through the endoreduplication cycle (Joub"es & Chevalier, 2000;
Edgar & Orr-Weaver, 2001).

CDK activity is controlled by CDK inhibitors (CKIs), which
in turn are negatively regulated through degradation by SCF
(Skp1, Cullins, F-box proteins)-type ubiquitin E3 ligases (Inz!e &
De Veylder, 2006). Plant genomes encode two plant-specific
families of CKIs, the interactor/inhibitor of CDK/Kip-related
protein (ICK/KRP) and SIM/SMR (SIAMESE/SIAMESE-
related) families (Wang et al., 1997; De Veylder et al., 2001;
Churchman et al., 2006; Peres et al., 2007). The ICK/KRP cell
cycle inhibitors were initially described for Arabidopsis, but were
later also identified in other plant species such as rice (Oryza
sativa; Barrôco et al., 2006), maize (Zea mays; Coelho et al.,
2005), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum; Jasinski et al., 2002), tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum) (Bisbis et al., 2006) and alfalfa (Medicago
sativa) (Pettko-Szandtner et al., 2006). In Arabidopsis, seven
ICK/KRP gene family members have been identified, and all their
encoded proteins localized to the nucleus (De Veylder et al.,
2001; Bird et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Boruc et al., 2010a).
At the tissue and cellular levels, transcript patterns of all Arabid-
opsis ICK/KRP genes have been reported (Ormenese et al., 2004;
de Almeida Engler et al., 2009). Also, the fine-tuning of ICK/
KRP protein abundance is a key factor in maintaining the bal-
ance between cell proliferation and cell differentiation (Verkest
et al., 2005a; Weinl et al., 2005). High overexpression of ICK/
KRP genes has particular effects on plant morphology and cellu-
lar differentiation, while moderate overexpression of ICK/KRP
genes favors endoreduplication over mitotic cell division. In the

latter case, only minor alterations were observed in cell size, with
a slight decrease in final plant size (Verkest et al., 2005b; Weinl
et al., 2005). However, higher levels of ICK/KRP negatively
affect both cell division and endoreduplication, resulting in
enlarged cells (e.g. in leaves) and altered plant morphogenesis,
such as a serrated leaf phenotype (Wang et al., 2000; De Veylder
et al., 2001; Jasinski et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2002; Barrôco et al.,
2006; Bemis & Torii, 2007; Kang et al., 2007).

Development of the NFS during RKN parasitism seems to
require the involvement and regulation of both the mitotic and
endoreduplication cycles. Endoreduplication is characterized by
the occurrence of repetitive cycles of DNA replication in cells
that do not enter mitosis. Consequently, repeated endocycle
rounds will lead to duplicated chromatids that remain associated
within a single chromocenter. Differently, duplication of
chromosomes during endomitosis occurs in cells that can enter
mitosis but fail to complete telophase and/or cytokinesis, often
leading to an increase in chromosome number (Comai, 2005).
The precise mechanisms by which RKNs manipulate both cell
cycle programs, including the mechanism of cytokinesis disrup-
tion, remain to be elucidated. Here we report on the potential
involvement of members of the Arabidopsis ICK/KRP (hereafter
KRP) family in NFS ontogeny. Three KRP genes (KRP2, KRP5
and KRP6) are highly expressed in gall tissues, suggesting their
involvement in cell cycle control of NFS development in
Arabidopsis. We showed by functional analysis that KRP loss-
of-function mutants (krp2"/", krp2"/"krp6"/" and krpo; see
Materials and Methods for mutant definitions) were not affected
in gall development or nematode reproduction. In contrast,
ectopic KRP expression resulted in reduced mitosis and changes
in ploidy levels, which prevented cells from undergoing the endo-
cycle in GCs. Overexpression of two Arabidopsis KRPs had a
profound effect on GC expansion and neighboring cell division,
severely reducing gall size, and thereby significantly inhibiting
nematode development and reproduction.

Materials and Methods

Plant growth conditions and transformations

Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. genotype Columbia (Col-0) was
used as the wild-type control. For construction of the KRPpro:
GUS (KRP1 to KRP7) lines, the intergenic regions (up to a maxi-
mum of 2 kp) were amplified from Arabidopsis genomic DNA.
The corresponding PCR fragments were cloned into the
pDONR207 entry vector by BP (BP clonase; Gateway system)
recombination cloning and subsequently transferred into the
pKGWFS7 destination vector (Karimi et al., 2002) by LR (LR
clonase; Gateway system) cloning, resulting in a transcriptional
fusion between the KRP promoters and the EGFP-GUS fusion
gene. The KRP2 single T-DNA insertion mutant line
(SALK_130744) was obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological
Resource Center. The krp2"/"krp6"/" mutant line was obtained
by crossing the KRP2 and KRP6 single T-DNA insertion lines
(SALK_069817 and SAIL_54B_B03, respectively). A multiple-
silencing KRP line (line 2.7 from Anzola et al. (2010), hereafter
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referred to as krpo) was kindly provided by C. Luschnig
(Department of Applied Genetics and Cell Biology, BOKU,
Vienna, Austria). Homozygous knockout mutant lines (krp2 and
krp2"/"krp6"/") were tested by PCR with specific primers using
genomic DNA (Supporting Information Table S1). Kanamycin-
resistant T3 overexpression lines (35S:KRP1-GFP and 35S:
GFP-KRP2, hereafter referred to as KRP1OE and KRP2OE, respec-
tively) were evaluated based on KRP expression levels, protein
localization and plant phenotype. Seeds from Arabidopsis trans-
genic lines and wild-type Col-0 were surface-sterilized for 10 min
in 5% NaOCl, followed by four washes with 95% ethanol, and
dried overnight. Seeds were kept in a growth chamber with a 16 h
light : 8 h dark photoperiod at 21 : 18°C, respectively.

Histochemical GUS assay and microscopy analysis

The promoter activity of the seven KRP Arabidopsis genes was
monitored at 7, 14, and 21 d after inoculation (DAI), as
described by de Almeida Engler et al. (1999). Two incubation
periods (3 and 24 h) were applied to gall samples to better evalu-
ate GUS activity for each KRPpro:GUS line. To prevent diffusion
of the GUS precipitate, galls were fixed in 2.0% glutaraldehyde
overnight and were embedded in Technovit 7100 (Heraeus
Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany), sectioned (3 lm), and microscop-
ically analyzed using dark-field optics. Otherwise, seedlings and
galls were fixed and transferred to a chlorallactophenol-clearing
solution (Beeckman & Engler, 1994) for observation using Nor-
masky optics.

mRNA in situ hybridization

Fixation, embedding and sectioning were performed on galls at
14 DAI. Samples were degassed under vacuum in fixative
(2.5% glutaraldehyde) and incubated in fresh fixative under
rotation at 4°C for at least 1 wk, with the fixative being
replaced with fresh fixative every 2 d. Dissection and fixation of
feeding sites, gene-specific sense and antisense probes of the
seven Arabidopsis KRP genes, and the in situ hybridization pro-
cedure were as described by de Almeida Engler et al. (2009).
Seventy microliters of 159 106 c.p.m. was applied per slide
(7.5 ng per slide). After exposure at 4°C in dry boxes in abso-
lute darkness, slides were developed, fixed and stained with
0.05% toluidine blue. Images were taken with an Axiocam dig-
ital camera (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with standard dark-field
optics.

RNA isolation and RT-PCR analyses of KRP knockout and
overexpressing lines

Total RNA was extracted with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen,
Paisley, UK) from 7-d-old whole seedlings, using the RNeasy
Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The RNA was treated with RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Pro-
mega) before reverse transcription. One microgram of treated
RNA was added to RT reactions using a Bio-Rad iScript first-
strand synthesis kit with random hexamer primers to make

cDNA. Semiquantitative RT-PCR amplification was performed
with specific primer pairs (Table S1).

Morphological analysis

Surface-sterilized seeds of Arabidopsis Col-0 and transgenic lines
were germinated, and infected as described by de Almeida Engler
et al. (1999). Seeds were placed in sterile Petri dishes on 1%
Murashige and Skoog (MS) germination medium (Duchefa,
Haarlem, the Netherlands) containing 1% sucrose and 0.8%
plant cell culture-tested agar (Sigma-Aldrich), supplemented with
the appropriate antibiotics. Plantlets were grown vertically, to
allow roots to grow at the surface, with a 16 h light : 8 h darkness
photoperiod at 21 : 18°C, respectively. Roots of T3 lines were
infected, collected at 7, 14, 21 and 40 DAI and fixed in 2% glu-
taraldehyde in 50 mM PIPES buffer, pH 6.9, and then dehy-
drated and embedded in Technovit 7100 (Heraeus Kulzer) as
described by the manufacturer. Embedded roots and gall tissues
were sectioned (3 lm), stained in 0.05% toluidine blue and
mounted in Depex (Sigma-Aldrich). Microscopic observations
were performed using bright-field optics and images were
obtained with a digital camera (Axiocam; Zeiss).

Giant cell and nucleus surface measurements

Two to three of the largest GCs per gall section were selected and
analyzed at different time-points after nematode infection (7, 14,
21 and 40 DAI) and the surface was measured using the
AXIOVISIONLE (Zeiss) software. A minimum of 60 GCs were
measured, from root sections, for each time-point studied. For
the GC nucleus surface, a minimum of 80 nuclei were measured
at 7, 14 and 21 DAI per mutant at each time-point. The effects
of mutant and time were analyzed using two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with interaction. Significant differences
between average values were identified by means of a Tukey–
Kramer test. All computations were carried out with PROC
GLM in SAS (version 9.1.3; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Nematode infection tests

Three-week-old Arabidopsis Col-0 and transgenic seedlings were
transferred to MS medium in Petri dishes, with five plants per
plate and six replica plates per line. One root tip from each
plant was inoculated with c. 100 surface-sterilized, freshly
hatched second-stage juveniles (J2s) of Meloidogyne incognita, as
previously described (de Almeida Engler et al., 1999, 2011). Six
to seven weeks after infection, the numbers of galls and egg
masses were counted on each plate and compared with those for
the control plants. All infection tests were performed for two
independent biological experiments, and for each transgenic
line.

Flow cytometry analyses

Plant roots were chopped with a razor blade in 400 ll of 45 mM
MgCl2, 30 mM sodium citrate, 20 mM 3-(N-morpholino)
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propanesulfonic acid, pH 7, and 0.1% Triton X-100 (Galbraith
et al., 1991). The supernatant was filtered over a 30-mm mesh,
and 1 ll of 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) from a stock
of 1 mg ml"1 was added. The nuclei were analyzed with the
LSRII Fortessa (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) flow
cytometer and the BD FACSDIVA software (BD Biosciences).
For uninfected and gall-less roots, data were collected from
c. 2000 nuclei per run. Three independent biological repetitions
were performed using roots of six plants for each line and each
analysis. Ploidy levels of 30 galls (40 DAI) were pooled for each
independent experiment. Two replicates and two biological repe-
titions were performed for each line, and data for c. 40 000 nuclei
per run were collected. The mean values of repetitions of inde-
pendent experiments were calculated, and the fraction of nuclei
with ploidy levels from 2C to 64C was expressed as the percent-
age of the total number of nuclei measured.

In vivo observation of BY-2 tobacco cells and fresh gall root
slices and whole roots

Transformation of cells of Nicotiana tabacum L. cv bright yellow
2 (BY-2) was carried out as described by Geelen & Inz!e (2001).
Observation of the nuclei in noninfected and infected material
from wild-type and transgenic lines was performed in Arabid-
opsis seedlings harboring free GFP (35S:GFP) and KRP
overexpressing lines. Galls at various time-points after infection
(7–40 DAI) were dissected from roots and embedded in 5% agar.
Fresh thick sections of 50–100 lm (7–14 DAI) or 150–200 lm
(14–40 DAI) were cut with an Microm HM650V Vibratome
(Walldorf, Germany). Whole roots and fresh slices were observed
using an inverted confocal microscope (model LSM510 META;
Zeiss). GFP was excited with a 488 nm Argon laser and
fluorescence was captured in lambda mode using a 499–550 nm
bandwith. All observations were performed in at least three inde-
pendent experiments.

Electron microscopy of galls

Root galls of Arabidopsis Col-0 and KRP2OE were dissected at 30
DAI and fixed in a mixture of 1.5% glutaraldehyde and 3% para-
formaldehyde in 10 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) con-
taining 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.2) for 3 h at room temperature.
After several washes in PBS, fixed galls were incubated in 0.5M
NH4Cl for 1 h, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, embedded
in LR White acrylic resin (Sigma), and polymerized overnight at
60°C. Ultrathin sections were collected on parlodion-coated
nickel grids, treated with 0.1M HCl for 10 min, and washed at
least twice with double-distilled water. Samples were observed
under a Philips 400T electron microscope.

Whole-mount analysis of propidium iodide-stained and
cleared nuclei

Nuclear analysis of cleared NFSs was performed based on the
protocol described by Vieira et al. (2012), for uninfected roots
and nematode-infected roots (7–40 DAI). Propidium iodide

(PI)-stained samples were mounted with 90% glicerol on a slide.
Cleared samples were analyzed with a Zeiss LSM 510 META
confocal microscope. Dye excitation was performed with the
543-nm line of a HeNe laser. Stacks were generated from c. 50
images of 1 lm optical slice thickness and represented as maxi-
mum brightness projections.

Acid fuchsin nematode staining

Infected roots at 40 DAI were fixed and stained for 5 h in a solu-
tion of equal parts of 95% ethanol and glacial acetic acid, con-
taining 17.5 mg l"1 acid fuchsin. Root tissues were de-stained by
soaking in a solution of chloral hydrate (0.2 g ml"1 of H2O) for
16 h. After rinsing several times with tap water, roots containing
nematodes were stored in acidified glycerol (five drops of 1.0 M
HCl in 50 ml of glycerol).

Results

Expression of KRP genes in galls

The promoter activity of all members of the KRP family was
monitored by performing GUS assays at different stages of gall
development (early, 7 DAI; intermediate, 14 DAI; and late, 21
DAI) on Arabidopsis roots. To determine the expression pattern
of KRP genes in roots, the promoter activity was examined before
nematode infection (Fig. S1). GUS staining performed on entire
galls revealed high promoter activity of the KRP2, KRP5 and
KRP6 genes during all stages of gall development (Fig. S2, Table
S2). By contrast, all other KRP family members (KRP1, KRP3,
KRP4 and KRP7) showed no GUS activity at comparable time-
points during gall development (Figs S2, S3, Table S2). Tissue
sections of galls showed the precise localization of promoter activ-
ity of the KRP2, KRP5 and KRP6 genes at the different develop-
mental stages (Fig. 1a). At 7 DAI, both GCs and neighboring
cells revealed high GUS staining for the three KRP genes (Fig. 1a)
concomitant with the high mitotic activity in galls. At 14 DAI,
KRP2 revealed a stronger promoter activity in GCs than KRP5
and KRP6 (Fig. 1a). KRP6 expression was higher in neighboring
cells during gall development (7–14 DAI). A general decrease in
GUS activity was observed in galls of 21 DAI for the three KRPs
(Fig. 1a), in comparison to the other time-points studied. Tran-
script localization was verified by in situ hybridization, and the
expression patterns of the seven KRP genes were coherent with
the promoter activities measured by GUS assays (Figs 1b, S4).

Loss of KRP2 function induces mitosis in galls

To address whether a loss of function of an actively transcribed
KRP in galls could disrupt NFS and nematode development, we
used single insertion mutant lines (krp2). Anticipating a possible
redundancy of function among the different KRP genes, we fur-
ther analyzed one double mutant (krp2"/"krp6"/") and a multi-
krp silencing line for the seven genes (krpo; Fig. S5). To assess the
effect of loss of KRP function during NFS development (7, 14
and 21 DAI), a detailed morphological analysis was performed.
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Although the overall morphology of galls induced in mutant lines
was apparently similar to that of the wild type, unusual prolifera-
tion of neighboring cells was observed in both krp2 and
krp2"/"krp6"/" mutants (obvious at 14 and 21 DAI in Fig. 2).
Mitotic figures, rarely seen in wild-type Arabidopsis GCs, were
ubiquitous in the krp2 line (Fig. S6). Increased numbers of GC
nuclei were obvious in the krp2 mutant, the krp2"/"krp6"/" dou-
ble mutant and the krpo line (Figs 2, 3a) compared with the wild
type (Fig. 3b). Nematode infection tests were performed to exam-
ine whether these mutants (except for krpo) had any effect on
nematode development and reproductive ability. No significant
changes in gall size or in egg mass number could be observed
(Fig. S7).

Overexpression of KRP genes affects gall development

The effect of the overexpression of KRP genes during NFS devel-
opment was investigated for two KRP genes; KRP2, which is
highly expressed in galls, and KRP1, which is not expressed in
galls. This resulted in the generation of several overexpressing
transgenic lines for the KRP1 and KRP2 genes. Lines selected for
RKN infection were based on the serrated leaf phenotype (Fig.
S8a), and to assure increased expression levels RT-PCR analysis
was performed (Fig. S8b). Constructs were also validated based
on the expected nuclear localization of KRP proteins (Fig. S8c).
Additional phenotypes for both overexpression lines, such as
undersized root apical meristems, were microscopically analyzed
(Fig. S8d). To evaluate the effects of ectopic KRP1 and KRP2
expression on NFS ontogeny, a detailed microscopic analysis was
performed at different stages of gall development (7, 14, 21 and

40 DAI). We observed that ectopic KRP1 and KRP2 expression
severely reduced the division of cells neighboring GCs as com-
pared with the wild-type gall (Fig. 4). In addition, GCs within
roots of the KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines appeared smaller than in
infected wild-type plants. Surface measurements were carried out
on a minimum of 60 GCs per KRPOE line at 7, 14, 21 and 40
DAI, and compared with the size of wild-type GCs (Fig. 5). The
average surface of GCs in the KRP1OE (after 14 DAI) and
KRP2OE lines was smaller than that of wild-type GCs (Fig. 5a,b).
Statistical analysis revealed that the average size of maturing GCs
in both overexpressing lines was significantly smaller than the
corresponding average size obtained from measurements on wild-
type GCs (Fig. 5b). Neighboring cells in galls overexpressing
either KRP1 or KRP2 were elongated and vacuolated, like unin-
fected vascular root cells. By contrast, neighboring cells in wild-
type galls were small, showed irregular shapes and contained a
dense cytoplasm indicative of active cell division.

KRP overexpression induces nuclear changes in giant cells

Analyses carried out on nuclei of GCs of both KRPOE lines
showed that their size and number were highly variable within
GCs at different developmental stages. Therefore, gall sections of
KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines were stained with DAPI and were
found to exhibit fewer nuclei, suggesting a reduction in nuclear
division compared with wild type (Fig. 6a). These observations
were confirmed by electron microscopy analysis (Fig. S9).
Nuclear surfaces of GC sections were then measured for the
KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines, and compared with the size of wild-
type GC nuclei (Fig. 6b,c) at different phases of gall development
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stages of nematode infection (7, 14 and 21 d after inoculation (DAI)) are
shown. In the krp2, krp2"/"krp6"/" and krpomutant lines, a significant
increase in the number of nuclei in giant cells is observed. In the krp2 and
krp2"/"krp6"/" lines (arrows), we also observe an elevated proliferation
of cells neighboring giant cells compared with a wild-type gall. Asterisk,
giant cell; n, nematode. Bars, 50 lm.
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Fig. 3 Loss of Kip-related protein (krp) function affects mitosis in giant
cells. (a) 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained gall sections at
21 d after inoculation (DAI) of the wild type and the krp2, krp2"/"krp6"/"

and krpomutant lines, respectively. In the krp2, krp2"/"krp6"/" and krpo
mutant lines, a significant increase in the number of nuclei is observed.
White circles delimit giant cells. Arrows indicate different numbers of
nuclei within a single giant cell, as an example. Bars, 50 lm. (b) Average
number of nuclei per giant cell at 14 DAI. These values are representative
of the number of nuclei per giant cell section. The nuclei were counted in
the largest giant cells (two to three) in each gall, using 20 galls for each
line. Error bars represent standard deviation and asterisks indicate values
that are significantly different from wild-type (Student’s t-test, P < 0.05).
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(7, 14 and 21 DAI). As a consequence of the complex and convo-
luted shape of the nuclei that clustered in GCs at the latest time-
point (40 DAI), similar measurements were not performed. The
graph in Fig. 6(b) illustrates that a positive correlation was
observed between GC nuclear size and gall development, suggest-
ing that the nuclei of all lines tested undergo gradual DNA
amplification (Fig. 6b). Although fewer nuclei were present in
the KRP1OE line compared with the wild type, we observed a
faster increase in nuclear size compared with KRP2OE or wild
type (Fig. 6b,c). This suggests that these nuclei may enter the en-
doreduplication cycle earlier. Conversely, in KRP2OE infected
roots, most GC nuclei presented a smaller surface compared with
the wild type, suggesting an inhibition of the endoreduplication
cycle (Fig. 6b,c).

We further studied the nuclear distribution and morphology
in galls by confocal imaging of cleared and PI-stained galls
(Fig. 7). Three-dimensional confocal projections of serial optical
sections of galls at 7, 21 and 40 DAI in the KRPOE line were gen-
erated, and compared with those for the wild type (Fig. 7a–c;
Movie S1a). GCs in KRP1OE presented fewer and larger nuclei
(Fig. 7d–e; Movie S2a), while GCs in the KRP2OE line displayed
fewer but generally smaller nuclei (Fig. 7g–h; Movie S3a).
Densely stained heterochromatic regions, possibly corresponding

to chromocenters, were visible as strong brighter spots. Nuclei of
uninfected root cells revealed the typical 10 chromocenter-like
spots (Fig. 7c!), while several GC nuclei (at 40 DAI) of the wild
type (Fig. 7c; Movie S1b), the KRP1OE line (Fig. 7f; Movie S2b)
and the KRP2OE line (Fig. 7i; Movie S3b) were filled with > 20
densely PI-stained heterochromatin foci of different sizes and flu-
orescence intensities.

Ectopic KRP expression induces changes in ploidy levels in
gall cells

In order to determine and compare ploidy levels in wild-type and
KRPOE galls, flow cytometry measurements were conducted.
DNA ploidy levels of uninfected wild-type roots and gall-less
infected Arabidopsis roots overexpressing KRPs (40 DAI) were
measured as controls. Nuclear flow cytometry analyses revealed
that the ploidy levels of uninfected roots and gall-less infected
roots of the wild type and mutant lines ranged from 2C to 16C
(Figs 8a,b, S10). Ploidy populations of nuclei in KRP1OE and
KRP2OE galls, compared with the wild type, were measured on a
pool of 30 mature galls (per sample) per line at 40 DAI. Ploidy
levels for wild-type galls ranged from 2C to 64C (Fig. 8c,d),
where > 50% of the nuclei showed 2C DNA content, probably
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Fig. 4 Ectopic Kip-related protein (KRP)
expression drastically affects the size of galls
induced byMeloidogyne incognita.
Histological analysis of wild-type galls
compared with KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines at
different stages of nematode infection (7, 14,
21 and 40 d after inoculation (DAI)) was
performed. Bright-field images of longitudinal
gall sections stained with toluidine blue are
shown. Note that ectopic KRP1 and KRP2
expression drastically reduced the number of
nuclei within the giant cells and neighboring
cell division (with these cells being larger than
wild type). Giant cells were also smaller in the
KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines. Asterisk, giant cell;
n, nematode. Bars, 50 lm.
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corresponding to the increased number of cells neighboring the
giant feeding cells. The observed increased proportion of nuclei
> 16C in galls, compared with uninfected roots, reveals that these
high ploidy levels probably derive from nuclei isolated from GCs
induced by RKNs. Galls in roots of the KRP1OE line contained a
higher percentage of cells with a DNA content above 4C, a two-
fold increase in those with a DNA content of 8C and additional
nuclei with 16C, 32C and 64C (Fig. 8c). In contrast, KRP2OE

galls showed increased 2C levels, and a two-fold decrease in
nuclei with higher ploidy levels (4C to 64C) compared with wild
type or the KRP1OE line (Fig. 8d).

KRP2 protein levels are regulated during NFS development

In order to determine the subcellular localization of KRP2 in
uninfected and nematode-infected plant cells, we generated 35S:
GFP-KRP2 constructs, which were firstly expressed in BY2 cells.
Protein localization was then tracked by time-lapse confocal
microscopy in BY2 cells (Movie S4). Secondly, we also recorded
protein localization in roots of transgenic Arabidopsis plants
(Fig. 9), and, taken together, our data show that KRP2 was

localized in the nucleus during interphase and early pre-prophase
(Fig. 9; Movie S4). After nuclear envelope breakdown at late pro-
phase, GFP fluorescence of KRP2 was dispersed into the cyto-
plasm. Throughout mitosis, a remaining weak fluorescence of
KRP2 was seen within the cytoplasm. During cytokinesis, a pro-
gressive accumulation of KRP2 was observed in the nuclei of the
daughter cells (Fig. 9; Movie S4).

The localization and dynamics of GFP-KRP2 in galls showed
that protein levels were variable in the nuclei of GCs, while
strong fluorescence was recorded in neighboring cells (Fig. 10).
During the mitotic activity phase (7 and 14 DAI), GFP-KRP2
fluorescence in GC nuclei was weak and was visibly associated
with the presence of the nematode (Fig. 10a,b; Movie S5). At
later developmental stages (21–40 DAI), when mitotic activity
ceased in GCs, and expansion of nuclei and GCs took place
(Fig. 10c), GFP-KRP2 fluorescence became brighter. In contrast,
GFP fluorescence in KRP1OE in GCs and neighboring cell nuclei
was strong and stable throughout all stages of nematode infection
(Fig. S11a). Fluorescence intensities in plants expressing only free
GFP were used as a control and were found to be stable through-
out gall development (Fig. S11b).

Ectopic expression of KRP blocks nematode development
and severely reduces the number of offspring

Morphological analyses showed that the ectopic expression of the
KRP1 and KRP2 genes disturbed gall ontogeny. In both lines,
infective J2 nematodes were able to penetrate and migrate along
the roots, and induce galls. However, at 40 DAI, both the
KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines showed a 75–80% reduction in gall
number and gall size (Fig. 11a–c), followed by a significant
reduction in egg mass number compared with infected wild-type
roots (Fig. 11a,b). Infected roots (at 40 DAI) were stained with
acid fuchsin to identify the developmental stage of the nema-
todes. Whereas in wild-type plants, most of the pear-shaped
females reached reproductive maturity at late stages of nematode
infection (40 DAI), in both the KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines most
nematodes remained as second-stage juveniles and were associ-
ated with reduced feeding sites within plant roots (Fig. 11c).

Discussion

The KRP gene family is active in the cell cycle machinery of
nematode feeding sites

Herein we report the major involvement of cell cycle inhibitor
genes in the control of NFS development. The present work
focused on an investigation of the KRP gene family during gall
development induced byM. incognita in Arabidopsis roots. Using
KRP promoter-GUS fusions and mRNA in situ hybridization, we
showed that KRP2, KRP5 and KRP6 are expressed in galls after
nematode infection. In contrast, the remaining Arabidopsis KRP
genes (KRP1, KRP3, KRP4 and KRP7) did not show any tran-
scriptional activity in galls. Consistent with this finding, almost
no expression of the same genes was seen in the vascular tissue at
the root elongation zone of uninfected roots, a region that
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TIME 7DAI 14DAI 21DAI
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KRP1OE 14DAI <0.0001 <0.0001

KRP2OE 21DAI <0.0001 <0.0001
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Fig. 5 Ectopic Kip-related protein (KRP) expression reduces giant cell
expansion. (a) The giant cell surface (lm2) in wild-type plants and the
KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines was measured at different stages of nematode
infection (7, 14, 21 and 40 d after inoculation (DAI)). Measurements were
made on a minimum of 60 giant cell sections (only the two to three largest
giant cells were measured per gall). Different letters indicate statistically
significant differences at each time-point after nematode infection
(P < 0.0001). (b) Multiple overall comparisons of giant cell surface
development. The dark gray color represents the least square means for
the effect of line, and light gray represents the least square means for the
effect of time.
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nematodes normally infect. These data suggest that nematodes
manipulate the existing cell cycle machinery of the root host in
their favor, by inducing the same KRP genes as are expressed in
the root vascular tissues. Differences in GUS activity among the
seven KRP genes at various stages of the development of NFSs
suggest diverse roles of these genes during this plant–RKN inter-
action. In particular, KRP2 and KRP5 promoter activities were
high during the later stages of GC development (14–21 DAI),
compared, for example, with the decreased expression of KRP6 at
similar stages. Up-regulation of KRP2 during RKN infection has
also been reported in transcriptomic analysis, confirming the
involvement of this cell cycle inhibitor during gall development
(Jammes et al., 2005).

Promoter activity provided useful information on transcrip-
tion of these genes in feeding sites, while in vivo observations,
particularly of KRP2, suggested the post-translational regula-
tion of KRPs during nematode infection. KRP2 localization
during mitosis is reported here for the first time in BY2 cells,
and in planta, for noninfected and nematode-infected Arabid-
opsis root cells. During the phase of high mitotic activity in
GCs (7–14 DAI), low GFP-KRP2 fluorescence was observed
within the GCs, associated with the presence of the feeding
nematode. Fluctuation of KRP2 protein levels in GCs suggests

a controlled molecular dialogue between the plant host and
the nematode, and that protein levels must be below a certain
threshold to allow the progression of the mitotic activity
within the GCs. This is likely to occur via nematode secretions
that might directly interact with the KRPs of the plant host or
via the induction of changes in host gene expression.

The KRP2 protein is negatively regulated at the post-transla-
tional level by B-type CDKs (Verkest et al., 2005a), and it has
been shown that the CDKB1;1 promoter is strongly active in
young galls (de Almeida Engler et al., 1999). Accordingly, when
decreased CDKB1;1 expression was observed in galls at interme-
diate to late developmental stages (14–21 DAI), increasing KRP2
protein levels were observed in GCs in vivo. When there is less
mitotic activity in GCs, KRP2 accumulation in their nuclei may
regulate the levels of the mitotic CDK/CYC complex, which is
associated with the switch to the endocycle. At this stage, nuclei
enlarge in GCs, suggesting that inhibition of CDKA activity
allows progression through the endocycle.

KRP loss of function induces mitosis in galls

Assessment of KRP loss-of-function mutants (krp2, krp2"/"

krp6"/" and krpo) showed an increased number of nuclei in GCs
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Fig. 6 Cell cycle inhibition caused by Kip-related protein (KRP) overexpression affects nuclear division and size. (a) 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
staining of wild-type gall tissues compared with KRP1OE and KRP2OE overexpressing lines at 40 d after inoculation (DAI). White circles delimit giant cells.
Bars, 50 lm. (b) Measurements (lm2) of giant cell nuclei (minimum of 80) in the wild type and KRP overexpressing lines at different stages of nematode
infection (7, 14 and 21 DAI). Different letters indicate statistically significant differences among KRPs at each time-point after nematode infection
(P < 0.0001). (c) Multiple overall comparisons of nucleus surface expansion. The dark gray color represents the least square means for the effect of line,
and the light gray color represents the least square means for the effect of time.
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and proliferation of neighboring cells, when compared with wild-
type galls. These observations suggest an intense mitotic activity
in krp mutants compared with the wild type. Loss of function in
the krp2 line of Arabidopsis may result in increased levels of
CYCD/CDKA activity, enhancing the potential for cell division,
demonstrated by the increased number of lateral roots in the
same mutants (Sanz et al., 2011). Our previous data demon-
strated the up-regulation of cyclins in GCs upon RKN infection
(de Almeida Engler et al., 1999, 2011). Hence, the probable
accumulation of CDKA;1 in gall tissues in the loss-of-function
mutants may superactivate the CDK/CYC complexes in the
absence of KRPs (Boruc et al., 2010b), which would cause cells
to enter the mitotic phase more rapidly during gall development.
The end result is the abnormal increase in the number of nuclei
observed in GCs, and the intense proliferation of neighboring
cells. Excessive amounts of CDKA/CYC complexes in GCs could
extend their mitotic phase for a longer period, resulting in a
delayed switch to the endocycle phase (de Almeida Engler &
Gheysen, 2013). Nevertheless, no significant effect on nematode
development, or reproduction, was observed in any of the loss-
of-function mutants. A larger number of nuclei in GCs may
compensate for the decreased nuclear amplification, resulting in
normal egg laying.

Ectopic KRP expression drastically impairs gall and
nematode development and induces variation in ploidy
levels in feeding sites

The inhibitory effect of KRP genes on cell cycle progression in
galls was examined by using strong KRP1 and KRP2 overexpress-
ing lines. All members of the Arabidopsis KRP family have pri-
marily affinity for CDKA;1, which is considered the bona fide
plant CDK, required for both G1/S and G2/S transitions (Van
Leene et al., 2010b; De Veylder et al., 2011). It has been shown
that the two KRPs (KRP1 and KRP2) studied here directly bind
to both CDKA;1 and D-type cyclins, and their respective com-
plexes (De Veylder et al., 2001; Verkest et al., 2005a; Boruc et al.,
2010b; Van Leene et al., 2010b). Although the order of events
occurring during the cell cycle in GCs is not fully understood,
mitotic events should mainly take place during the first 2 wk after
NFS induction (up to 14 DAI); after mitotic events cease, there
seems to be a period of DNA amplification related to the endore-
duplication cycle (de Almeida Engler & Gheysen, 2013). Thus,
ectopic expression of KRP1 and KRP2 in young galls possibly
triggers the inactivation of mitotic CDKs, resulting in the inhibi-
tion of mitosis. Consequently, nuclear division is reduced in GCs
and a severe decline in neighboring cell division is observed,
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Fig. 7 Giant cells ofMeloidogyne incognita-
induced Arabidopsis galls in the KRP1OE and
KRP2OE lines contain fewer nuclei than in the
wild type. 3D confocal projections of serial
optical sections of whole-mount root samples
cleared and stained with propidium iodide
(PI) are shown. White circles delimit giant
cells. (a, b) Wild-type galls at 7 and 21 d after
inoculation (DAI). (d, e) KRP1OE galls at 7
and 21 DAI. Fewer but larger nuclei are
observed in giant cells. (g, h) KRP2OE galls at
7 and 21 DAI. Fewer nuclei are observed in
giant cells. (c, c!, f, i) Detailed images of
nuclei in uninfected wild-type roots (c!), wild-
type galls 40 DAI (c), KRP1OE galls 40 DAI
(f), and KRP2OE galls 40 DAI (i). Note bright
PI-stained spots in nuclei with variable
intensities, indicative of chromocentric
regions and/or heterochromatin foci. Bars,
20 lm; (c!) 5 lm.
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causing a drastic reduction in gall size. Previous work has demon-
strated the presence of plasmodesmata between GCs and neigh-
boring cells, suggesting their connection with GC development
(Hofman et al., 2010), and their involvement in nutrient transfer
to the giant feeding cells (Hoth et al., 2008). Therefore, the
reduced numbers of neighboring cells observed in galls overex-
pressing KRP1 and KRP2 might have an impact on nutrient sup-
ply to GCs.

The enlargement of nuclei often occurring in plant cells is
probably linked to endoreduplication and/or endomitosis
(Sugimoto-Shirasu & Roberts, 2003; De Veylder et al., 2011).
An increased DNA content of GC nuclei, from 6.5 to 15.8 times
that of uninfected root tip cells, has been observed by Feulgen
microspectrophotometry in lettuce (Lactuca sativa) and pea
(Pisum sativum) galls, respectively (Wiggers et al., 1990).

Similarly, nodules formed during the Sinorhizobium–Medicago
symbiosis show a nuclear DNA content increase up to 64C and
root cells are drastically enlarged (Kondorosi & Kondorosi,
2004). Cleared and PI-stained whole GCs show that densely
stained foci in interphase nuclei correspond to heterochromatic
regions. In the present study, GC nuclei contained > 20 intensely
and differentially stained heterochromatin foci compared with
the typical 10 chromocenters of reduced size observed in unin-
fected interphase root cells. Chromocenters are densely packed
heterochromatic regions corresponding to centromeres and
nuclear organizing regions (Fransz et al., 2002). The increased
size and number of these chromocenter-like spots is indicative
of polyploidization occurring in Arabidopsis (Maluszynska &
Heslop-Harrison, 1993; Kato & Lam, 2003; Berr & Schubert,
2007). The variable size and number of heterochromatin nuclear

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8 Ploidy levels of galls are differently affected in KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines compared with the wild type. (a, b) Percentage of nuclei with various ploidy
levels in gall-less wild-type root segments compared with KRP1OE (a) and KRP2OE (b). (c, d) Percentage of ploidy levels in galls (40 d after inoculation
(DAI)). In KRP1OE, a noteworthy increase in nuclei with high ploidy levels was observed (c). Conversely, in the KRP2OE line, galls displayed a significant
reduction in nuclei with high ploidy levels (> 16C) compared with nuclei of wild-type galls (d). Error bars represent standard deviation.

Fig. 9 Nuclear localization of GFP-KRP2 in interphase Arabidopsis root cells disappears during mitosis. Images taken over a time lapse of 10 min show
mitotic cell division in Arabidopsis root cells. Dashed white lines indicate the separation plane of two new daughter cells formed after cell division. Arrows
indicate the nucleus of each new daughter cell. The time is indicated in the top right corner of each confocal image. Bar, 5 lm.
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foci in GC nuclei might result from the rearranged heterochro-
matin architecture. These interphase nuclear heterochromatin
foci are typically associated with high ploidy levels (Schubert
et al., 2006; Berr & Schubert, 2007), and could be correlated
with an increase of transcriptional activity occurring in GCs
(Jammes et al., 2005; Damiani et al., 2012).

The importance of polyploidization for gall maturation has
been demonstrated recently by the observation that GC nucleus
size and expansion are dramatically affected in plants with
impaired endocycle machinery (de Almeida Engler et al., 2012).
While nuclei of Arabidopsis root cells may undergo up to four
rounds of endoreduplication, reaching a maximum of 16C, flow
cytometry analyses of wild-type galls revealed nuclei with up to
64C. The heterogeneity within the higher ploidy levels (8C to
64C) reflects the nuclei of variable sizes observed in GCs. The
low (2C to 4C) ploidy levels derive from cells neighboring the
giant feeding cells, which continuously divide during gall forma-
tion. Studies have shown that the expression levels of KRPs have
an intimate relationship with the onset of endoreduplication in
Arabidopsis in a dosage-dependent manner (Verkest et al.,
2005a; Roeder et al., 2010). In the KRP1OE line, the two-fold
increase in nuclei number displaying higher ploidy levels in galls
suggests a faster shift from mitosis to the endocycle, although
the accelerated early entry into the endocycle in the KRP1OE line

inhibited GC expansion. Conversely, high KRP2 levels resulted
in few and small nuclei with reduced ploidy levels. GCs dis-
played a reduction in the number of endoreduplicating nuclei
(decreased 32C and 64C levels). Nevertheless, even when KRP2
overexpression in galls inhibited both mitosis and the endocycle,
the feeding nematode remained capable of ectopically inducing
DNA replication to a certain extent, suggesting a resilient RKN
control of the cell cycle during the infection of root cells. Hence,
nematode-secreted proteins could play a role in redirecting cell
cycle regulation via modulation of proteins such as KRPs to
ensure NFS development.

Here we have identified for the first time a cell cycle gene that
has a major negative effect on gall size and consequently strongly
influences nematode reproduction. Ectopic expression of KRP4
has less effect on nematode reproduction even when nuclei pre-
sented altered morphology (Vieira et al., 2012). Therefore, mor-
phological observations and infection tests suggest that different
members of the KRP family have distinct functions in feeding
cell development. The drastic reduction in root-knot or gall size
observed in the KRP1OE and KRP2OE lines was shown to be
caused by substantial reductions in GC size and in mitotic activ-
ity in neighboring cells. Consequently, this resulted in a marked
decrease in nematode body size, which depends on an abundant
food supply from the host cells. This high metabolic demand for
energy and carbon for the feeding nematodes and the effective
function of GCs as transfer cells and a food source for RKNs have
been long recognized (Jones & Northcote, 1972; Baldacci-Cresp
et al., 2012). As such, feeding sites are indispensable for
nematode survival and development, and the bona fide inhibition
of cell cycle CDK/CYC complexes through overexpression of
KRP1 and KRP2 shown here compromised the nematode’s life
cycle, leading to a reduction in the number of nematode off-
spring.

Concluding remarks

We report here that by overexpressing the cell cycle inhibitors
KRP1 and KRP2 the typical root-knot or gall structures are
arrested early in development in the host root. KRP2, which is
naturally expressed in galls, may be important for adjusting
CDK activity in feeding sites to drive and control the transition
between different cell cycle programs, such as the mitotic activity
or entering endoreduplication cycles (Inz!e & De Veylder, 2006;
De Veylder et al., 2011). However, ectopic expression of certain
KRPs during gall development may lead to the inactivation of
CDKA/CYCD complexes, impairing progression of both cell
cycle mechanisms and consequently interfering with the fate and
maintenance of GCs. CDK inhibitors have been used as an
effective strategy for cancer control in humans to specifically
arrest the cell cycle in tumor cells (Malumbres et al., 2007;
Benson et al., 2008). Similarly, engineering ectopic expression of
genes such as KRP1 and KRP2, using promoters preferentially
active in galls, might be a valuable strategy to control root-knot
growth. An analogous strategy might be envisaged to control the
infection of other plant pathogens that exploit the host cell cycle
machinery.
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Fig. 10 Kip-related protein 2 (KRP2) protein levels in giant cells appear to
be regulated during nematode parasitism. (a–c) In vivo localization of
GFP-KRP2 (green) in the gall nuclei. GFP-KRP2 localization in giant cell
nuclei (arrow) at 7 d after inoculation (DAI) (a, a!), 14 DAI (b, b!) and 30
DAI (c, c!) is shown. Bars, 20 lm.
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